
 
THE BELLY QUALITY 2018 COMPETITION BASES 

 The competition will be held on Friday afternoon day, 6th March, 2020, in Madrid  

  It consists of: 

       1.- Amateur (reserved for advanced students and/or non    

   professional dancers, which does not offer regular classes or usually not dance  

   at tea shops or restaurants...) 

           2.-         Advance 

  3.-  Professional  

  4.- Drum Solo with live music (reserved for Oriental Dance professionals, the  

   only category that will be pre-selected, see special bases *.) 

  5.-  Groups (Amateur, Advance and Folklore) 

  6.-  Junior (soloists under 17) 

- We will admit exclusively Oriental (folklore) and/or Bellydance  choreography without 

 admitting mergers. 

- The contestant may dance an own choreography or with one choreography of another person. 

 If it  belongs to any other choreographer is required naming the author  and have the same rights 

 to use it, being disqualified who does not provide the information. 

- In all categories it´s allowed to use veil, double veil, zaggats, wings of Isis, Sword, cane, 

 or any other element less the fire. 

- The maximum duration of each performance will be 4 minutes for groups and 3 minutes 

 for solo, we believe that it is long enough to make a good presentation and value to the artist. 

 We accept mixtures of styles always not exceeding the time allowed. 

- During the afternoon will take place the selection of the finalists in each category, and only the 

 first classified of each, will perform at the BELLY QUALITY 2020 shows sharing the stage 

 with great masters of the dance. 

- The members of the jury will value individually: technique, musicality, expression, setting 

 in scene, choreography, costumes, originality and style. In case of tie, the jury will have  the 

 decisive vote. 

- In case of having made the registration and finally not attend for reasons unrelated to the 

 Organization, the money will not be refunded. 

 

 

 



 
 

 

JURY:  

 

We will count with the presence of important figures in the dance world of national and international. 

Mercedes Nieto, Marta Korzun, Julia Farid and some other teacher of the 2020 edition. 

 

REGISTRATION: 

 

 

CATEGORÍA                PRECIOS 

Amateur/Junior 25 € 

Advance 29 € 

Drum solo live music 42 €  

Groups 19 € / person 

 
REMEMBER- Places in each category are limited !! 

 

DATE 

 

Inscriptions since 22nd July, 2019. 

 

To register, send your details to bellyquality.info@gmail.com, fill out the form on our website 
www.bellyquality.com or call  (+ 34) 664.87.95.46  

 

Registration will be valid when the participant to send us: 

- Proof of having made the payment corresponding to the selected categories. 

- Duly completed registration form. 

 

When you pay the fee it´s supposed the acceptance of the Bases of the contest BellyQuality 2020 and 

authorizes the Organization to make pictures and videos from the event for advertising. 

 

ACCOUNT NUMBER: 

 

NÚMERO DE CUENTA: 

 

OPENBANK 

ES75 0073 0100 52 0556860299 

Yolanda Lago 
 

 

 
 

 

 



 
 

 

SPECIAL DRUM SOLO 

 

Category with live music on Bellyquality 2020. Reserved to Oriental dance professionals with extensive 

experience. It is the only category in which there will be a pre-selection by the jury. 

 

Once selected, the participant can choose between several topics that will be proposed by a great 

international percussionist, as one of the novelties of this category is that it will take place with live 

music. All the participating dancers will opt for choose your theme from among those proposed by the 

Organization, still the same proposals for everyone and can be repeated, will be valued since 
musicianship, skill in the interpretation and the feeling of each participant, in addition to the valued in 

other categories. The theme chosen will be sent to you in advance and in the version that will perform the 

percussionist for the occasion, so the participant can work it to sound. 

 

 


